Floating Compass
Want to find north and don't have a compass? Did you know you can make your own
compass with a few household objects?
Here's what you will need:
Sewing needle (or a paperclip or a safety pin or even
a hairpin) - this is to make your compass needle
Magnet/fridge magnet -you can purchase magnets
from craft supply shops but a standard fridge
magnet will do the trick
Bowl or a jar
Some water
A cross-section of cork, a bottle cap, or if you're in
the wild, a leaf will do! Any small item that floats
will work
Step 1 - Magnetise your needle
Using the item you've chosen as your compass needle,
stroke the needle over the magnet, in the same
direction (not back and forth), evenly about 40 times.
This should magnetize your needle.
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Step 2 - Set your needle
Place the needle on or into the cork piece. You may
need help with this, so please ask an adult to assist.
Make sure the same amount of needle is showing from
both ends of the cork piece. Or balance it evenly on
top of the cork.
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Step 3 - Float your compass
Using your bowl, add about 7cm of water. Place your
cork compass on the water. The needle should turn to
align with Earth's magnetic field and point north to
south.
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Step 4 - Is it working?
Is it working? Your needle and cork should turn slowly
clockwise/anticlockwise to find north. If it isn't moving
you might need to repeat step 1

Step 5 - Reading your compass
You now need to work out which way is
North/South.
If you have a magnetic compass you can check it
against the reading from this.
If you're outside, you can use the shadow method.
Find a stick and place it upright in the ground. Use
a stone or pebble to mark where the tip of the
shadow from the stick touches. Wait 15 minutes,
then mark the new shadow point. The pebbles will
roughly show east to west - stand with the pebble
on your left, the second on your right and you will
be facing North.

